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I
ndiana’s most recent economic report card sounds the alarm

that a lack of global business knowledge is hurting the

state’s small businesses. While large corporations have long

known the most attractive regions of the globe to establish

operations in or source specialized products and services to, a

shortage of international business knowledge continues to

impede the success of Indiana small businesses. 

The information deficit includes little understanding of the

requirements to conduct business in a foreign country, limited

awareness of regulatory issues, language barriers and poor

knowledge of geography. Not knowing comes at a cost to

small businesses when considering where to found an upstart

to serve a foreign market. 

Consider the Slovak Republic, a country transitioning

from a socialist economy to a capitalist, free-market system.

With labor rates among the lowest in Europe (just 11% of the

average wage in Germany) the lowest flat tax rate in Europe

(19% as of January 1, 2004) and a rapidly developing new

infrastructure, Slovakia provides attractive labor, tax and real

estate opportunities for businesses setting up new operations

or seeking to source production. Yet few Indiana businesses

currently bother to consider locating an upstart in a central

European country.

Next Hong Kong
Steve Forbes wrote last year that the Slovak Republic is

set to become the world’s next Hong Kong. Slovakia presents

an attractive fiscal option for small businesses looking to

expand sales into the European Union’s common market. With

Slovakia’s entry into the EU only months away (May 2004),

the entire EU market can be served from there without border,

visa and tariff issues. 

As one of 10 U.S. Honorary Consuls, I recently met in

Slovakia’s capital, Bratislava, with other Slovak Honorary Consuls

from around the world to discuss how best to facilitate productive

and profitable trade relationships between countries. Indiana is

not alone in having a too slow approach to internationalizing

its economy. America’s trade deficit speaks for itself. It is not

enough to simply produce and ship more. Most production

costs in the U.S. simply cannot compete with lower production

costs abroad. 

Economic benefits
The nation’s economy, including Indiana’s, will benefit most

from developing new products and technologies for export

and from creating more professional service jobs in areas such

as banking, accounting, law and business consulting. The

infrastructure and skill set is not as established in most other

developed countries to support these skilled, value-added

business functions. For example, a poorly developed banking

system in China makes it an ideal market for the knowledge,

methods and resources America’s highly developed banking

system possesses. Why try to compete against sweatshop

production markets on low-skilled goods manufacturing?

Manufacturing represents only some of the job losses Indiana

businesses have suffered in recent years.

Look back as recently as the 1990s when

laws still prohibited interstate banking.

Under the protective legislation, Indiana

developed a network of community banks

that became immediate acquisition targets

for larger banks following deregulation.

Residing within an ivory tower when it

comes to economics simply does not work.

Natural partnership
Commonalities between Indiana

and Slovakia suggest a natural partnership. Slovakia, much

like Indiana, is a geographical crossroads with a population

just smaller than the Hoosier state. Both Indiana and Slovakia

have a large skilled labor force in manufacturing, with a heavy

emphasis in the steel and automotive industries.

The Indiana National Guard has even stepped up and

created a partnership program with Slovakia. The program,

now in its 10th year, is used to familiarize the Slovak military

with NATO operational and planning methods and to redesign

the organizational structure of the Slovak military along

NATO lines. Indiana National Guard teams travel to Slovakia

periodically and Slovakia teams also come to Indiana for training.

In 2001, the Indiana National Guard participated in 26 events

with Slovakia.

Innovate or die
Succeeding as a small business is a simple formula. Innovate

or die. Indiana businesses will need to look beyond state and

national borders as they launch new ventures and reconsider

established relationships. It is my hope that through my consul

position I can help support the worthy efforts the International

Center of Indianapolis, the Indiana Chamber of Commerce

and other business advocacy groups throughout the state are

taking to facilitate trade between Indiana’s small businesses

and developing economies around the globe.
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